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Learning to Walkabout with
Harry Blazer - October 18th
To Solari Readers
““If you’re coming to help me, you are wasting your
time. But if you have come because your liberation is
bound up with mine, then let us work together….” ~
Australian aboriginal woman

From The Site
October 25th
Equity Overview &
Blockbuster Chartology
November 1st
3rd Quarter Wrap Up
2018, MegaCities

By Catherine Austin Fitts
For many months, Harry Blazer and I have been
Food for the Soul:
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engaged in an intense discussion about the impact of
artificial intelligence (AI) when combined with
increased privatization and corporate concentration
promoted by a rapidly richer US oligarchy.

MAGRITTE – known and
unknown

In the first two parts of the 3rd Quarter 2018 Wrap
Up, Dr. Joseph Farrell and I discussed these

Special Solari Report:
The Minds of Men with
Aaron & Melissa Dykes

changes in our News Trends & Stories, Part I and II. I
wanted to pause the Wrap Up roll out for a week to
explore “How?” – how do you and I adapt to a world
of change and uncertainty on such an
unprecedented scale? How do you and I live a free
and inspired life and contribute to a human future in
the midst of it all?
Harry came to Hickory Valley last week to record our
thoughts. After a day of conversation, we decided to
focus on what we should do. How do you move
through multiple tsunami’s of change on a scale

Silicon Valley & the New
World Order by Kai-Fu
Lee

unlike any in human history? One of my comments is
that we need to learn from the Australian aborigines
– let’s learn to “walkabout.”

The Corbett Report – On
Target

Harry and I draw on extensive materials in the Solari
Report website and library. We will publish the links
for subscribers with the audio on Thursday.

Donation Opportunity:

In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest
in financial markets and geopolitical news. You can
post your questions or recommended stories at the
Money & Markets Commentary here.
In Let’s Go to the Movies,I will review The Mists of
Avalon< which explores the legend of King Arthur
and the evolution from pagan religions to Christianity
in Britain under Saxon rule. I will touch on Jon
Rappaport’s “Voyage of Merlin” and why the Arthur
legends and Jon’s work on imagination and creativity
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Book Review: AI
Superpowers: China,

Bibles for Inmates

Catherine Austin Fitts –
Dollar Dominant &
Dangerous

An Intelligent
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are so relevant to our transformation in the 21st
century.

Conversation about the
Environment

See the blog post here.

Just A Taste

Special Solari Report: The
Minds of Men with Aaron &
Melissa Dykes
“Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states: “No one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” This
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ban on torture and other ill-treatment has subsequently been incorporated into the
extensive network of international and regional human rights treaties. It is contained
in Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), ratified
by 153 countries, including the United States in 1992, and in the Convention against
Torture or Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (the
Convention against Torture), ratified by 136 countries, including the United States in
1994. It is also codified in the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the African Charter on Human and Peoples’
Rights, and the American Convention on Human Rights.” ~ Human Rights Watch on
the international illegality of torture
“Doctors from Boston are trying to get my brain.” ~ MK Ultra Victim tortured for
decades by CIA funded mind control project
By Catherine Austin Fitts
As digital technology grows more powerful, the application of individual mind control
delivered cheaply through media, telecommunications and distributed means has
become the most profitable form of control. Control my mind and you can control
where I live, what I buy, how I spend my time, what investments I make, even whom I
love and marry.
This is a corporate wonderland in which companies that entice their customers with
subliminal mind control – creating addictions to sugar, to gambling, to drugs, to
shopping, to pornography, to video games – win the largest market share. Those who
do not are left in the financial dust by the economics of mind controlled monopolies.
Criminal hypnosis and other forms of mind control have been with us since the
middle ages. However, mind control delivered on scale opens up whole new
possibilities. This includes manipulating human electromagnetic fields so we create
the future that a small elite desires. We resonate with machines rather than with each
other and all living intelligence.
Many of us know that something is terribly wrong. I often hear people say, “You know,
America has lost its mind.” However, without understanding the history of mind
control and related scientific and technology research, most of us can not appreciate
that this is literally true.
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Aaron and Melissa Dykes of Truthstream Media are doing something about it – and in
the process helping us get our minds back. Truthstream has produced a series of
videos over the last few years that provide significant briefings on the history, science
and technology of mind control.
Now Truthstream has published their blockbuster documentary – The Minds of Men.
This is “a 3+ year investigation into the experimentation, art, and practice of social
engineering and mind control during the Cold War — a mind-bending journey into the
past that gives startling insight into the world we are living in today.”
Melissa and Aaron join me on the Solari Report to discuss the film and their vision of
how we make sure our minds are our own.

Listen to it here.

PUBLIC: Special Solari Report:
Join Us in Supporting Alan
Phillips & Your Health
Freedoms!
“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way.” ~ John C.
Maxwell ~
By Catherine Austin Fitts
Alan Phillips has joined me on the Solari Report several times. He is the leading
attorney in the United States specializing in advising his clients on vaccine law,
including vaccine exemptions. He is the author of The Authoritative Guide to Vaccine
Legal Exemptions which you can find at his website Vaccine Rights and hosts a radio
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show on vaccine rights and related topics.
Solari and I have both contributed to Alan’s Go Fund Me account and I have signed
his petition in support of his efforts to defend his practice and protect his clients from
compromise of their privacy. We have made this Solari Report public so that you can
learn more about it by listening to Alan. You can also read his description online and
link to his petition and campaign here.
Please join me in support of Alan Phillips – a man who is giving his all to protect our
health freedoms. Please lift him up in your prayers, donate as you can – every little
bit counts – and please pass on this interview to friends and family who want their
health freedoms defended and protected.
Thank you for your support. It means the world to Alan and me!
Listen to it here.

"Scientists for Peace, Planetary Consciousness and
Ethics"
October 19-21, 2018
International Conference – The venue will be the Hall of Culture in Città della
Pieve, a little middle age town between Florence and Rome in the heart of Italy.
Today people need a new science that spreads ethics and involves all aspects of life
– from biology to cosmology, from physics to consciousness – so that applied
sciences like engineering and medicine will be expressions of harmonious
relationships.
This change of the paradigm in science is vital to our future. Humanity needs to
develop a new understanding of life in the universe.
Now the joint technological capabilities have reached a point that threatens the end
of human history: ethics in science has never been so important.
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Three days of full immersion in debates and exchanges, hosted in one of the
most beautiful regions of Italy, its “green heart”, Umbria.
Scientists, engineers, medical doctors, economists and educators of
international renown, recognized for their commitment for common good, have
been invited to give the possible answers to the following questions.
Learn more here.

Highlights from Last Week - 3rd Quarter Wrap Up:
News Trends & Stories Part II
This week Dr. Joseph P. Farrell and I continue the 3rd Quarter 2018 Wrap Up with
Part II of News, Trends & Stories. If you have not listened to Part I, you may want to
do so first. Click here for Part I.
This coming Thursday night, Joseph and I cover the top stories in Culture, Science &
Technology, Space and Food & Health. Here they are:
Story #11: The Growth of Beauty
Story #12: Mind Control Concerns Go Mainstream
Story #13 The Real Deal on Gender X
Story #14: Aretha Franklin’s Magnificent Legacy
Story #15 Holograms, Memes & European Rules: Copyright and Content
Integrity Gets Very Complex
Story #16: EMF Radiation: Consumers Push Back
Story #17: Trump Creates the Space Force
Story #18: Satellite Security
Story #19: What’s Up with Blood?
Story #20: Glyphosate Gets Outed & Monsanto (now Bayer) Loses Big
In addition, we cover UnAnswered Questions, Inspiration and Go Local. UnAnswered
Questions include:
AI Deep Learning: Who has the most data?
What Happens If and When Kavanaugh is Confirmed?
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Can the 5% Make a Difference Before the “Lock Down”
What Was Up in Sunspot, New Mexico
Did the G-7 Leaders Take Kickbacks on the Iran Deal?
Were George H. W. Bush and Queen Elizabeth’s Doctors Both Assassinated?
Where Will We Be in 2030?
You can access the complete News Trends & Stories section at the web presentation
for the 3rd Quarter 2018 Wrap Up. Just click here and use your Solari Report
password to login.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for
his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2015
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.
Our mailing address is:
Solari, Inc.
P.O. Box 157
Hickory Valley, TN 38042
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